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T here are no pyramids in the Province of Shensi", I was 
told. My informer was a member of the Embassy Of The 
People's Republic of China. While passing through 

Wellington, on one of my flying duties, I had decided to make 
a phone-call to the Embassy, to enquire about the existence of 
several large pyramids discovered in this area of north central 
China. "There are some mounds of ruins, probably burial 
mounds, in the area, but no pyramids", continued the Embassy 
official, "we do not know of any pyramids in China." 

This was very strange, I thought, because I had in my posses
sion at the time a copy of a United States Airforce survey map, 
produced from satellite photographs of this very area, which 
clearly indicated the positions of at least sixteen pyramids. 
Besides this I had a copy of a photograpb of the largest one 
taken from a U.S. Army DC3 in 1947. Although I informed the 
official of this, and tried to press the point, he still continued to 
deny meir existence. A few days before, I had mentioned the 
pyramids during a TV interview, and had been informed ,that 
several members of the public had contacted the Embassy, and 
received the same answer. 

Why the denial? Was it conceivable that government offi
cials were not aware of something of such historical importance 
in their own country? Surely not. In 1937 the long march, lead 
by Mao Tse-tung, ended in the north Shensi Province, and ,the 
Chinese Communists controlled the whole region until 1947. 
From ,there they eventually took over all China. The Shej1Si 
pyramids are massive constructi.ons. To remain unaware of 
them would be like losing an elephant in 8J city back-yard The 
only answer was that the Chinese government did not want ,the 
western world to know too much about these gigantic structures 
until their scientists had completed their own investigations. 
The secrets to be unravelled, by comparing these pyramids with 
others around the world, could be so important that the authori
ties were doing their best to damp down interest in them. Our 
own govenunents would no doubt do the same, if they were on 
our territory, but that did not help me much. Possibly they h.ad 
already discovered the mathematical relationships that I had. 
The only way to find out, 1 realised was to write the 
Ambassador a Jetter, explaining why ,1 required the information, 
and enclosing copies of my maps and photographs. The fol
lowing is the letter 1 sent, and 'the reply from the Cultural 
Office of the Embassy. 

The Ambassador 
The Chinese Embassy 
Wellington New Zealand 

Dear Ambassador, 
Over the last twelve years I have carried out research relat

ing to the geometric structure of the Universe. I have pub
lished a certain amount of the information amassed in three of 
my books, the third of which is called, "The Pulse of the 
Universe, Harmonic 288". 

In this book I have published three unified equations derived 
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from my research. Thi! equations are in harmonicform. It was some time later after I knew of its existence before I 
. One of the major values integrated into the equations is that was able to track down any reliable information regarding 
of 16944. My research indicates to me thalthi! value is related Shensi. It was not until I was on a visit to the United States in 
to the harmonics ofmass. This value, I have found, is also buill 1977 that I finally discovered a source of reliable information. 
into th-e geometric structure of the Great Pyramid ofEgypt. While visiting friends in California, I was introduced to the 

I have enclased a pFwtocopy of a map of thi! Shi!nsi Province author, George Hunt Williamson. Several' years previou's to this 
in China, produced by thi! United States Airforce, which shows I had read two of his books, "Secret Places of thi! Lion', and 
a similar group of pyramids as those in Egypt. The largest of 'Road in the Sky'. We spent a most interesting afternoon dis
thi!se pyramids is s.aid to he over one thousandfeet high. (num cussing various aspects of the search for secret knOWledge we 
bered No.4 on thi! map). I have a photograph of this pyramid. were both embarked on, and agreed to exchange information of 

particular interest. I evemually carned out some calculations The interesting fact is that thi! longitudinal displacement of 
for George, and he, through some of his thi! Shensi Pyramid, and the Great Pyramid, is 16944 minutes 

contacts in the United Statesof arc. This indicates that both sets ofpyramids were buill 
Aitforce, managed to obtain a photo- • by the same people, with the help of 
copy of a survey map of the city ofextremely advanced knowl
HSI-AN (SIAN) in China, said to edge. 
be produced from satellite phoWould it be possible tQ • > , ~ • • m ~ • • ~ k ~ •.- ---- -----------------------tographs. Clearly marked, in the discuss this with Chinese .....« " ,... ""cE" ..'''''-'' " ,~..	 countryside surrounding the City,Scientists, and at some future	 It< t<EW ZE..L..t<O 

~ ~o"" \976 .	 are the sites of sixteen pyramids. dale travel to the Shensi area The maps were sent over to me to carry ow research into thi! 
e	 on October 28, 1977. The folpyramid structures? CiIIpt.lI n.\'" (',l'It.'f'li. Itn	 lowing is a quote from George's 

\')3 5.'(\" ... Kd ••I would appreci.ate any fur accompanying letter. 
O"'~  t \0 Ithi!r informaJion which is avail Auc')(lf\n d • "... I have also enclosed able on the Shensi Pyramid tnie	 

8 

Ceft. e.\..' Ctli , .,d yoUT \O<LOT of 2 JulY, '97	 the important article bycomplex.	 ., no" Tec T,_,d' 
e I	 Schroder on his 1912 trip

I have a great reg{lrd for tlte .,,« , •. , ' ,." " 
O	 to Shi!nsi. Read it care

Chinese, and feel that the sharing	 OC
10 ,h' Sh,.,,1 PTO" ' 10 ChI ••	 fully and follow his

of knowledge will help bring .«.~,  " ~,.." ".." " description of thi! trip in 
peace to the world. ... ,< ~ ". " ......." " ••",••~  .".ho~'  <TO~e"u.,	 the article and I think0" <0'" I' of <he 01

I Remain Yours Sincerely etc.etc. <o~ eo,<h of <no lff < .eT,100 5 ••ou< ,no ,,,.' you will agree with me, ' . eTeO ,..~ , .~"	 "" Dated 2nd July 1978 •• <" •• e <0-'. oTe 0.
0 

< "nee flcul that he must have first 
01 <no .u •. O• 1< U dil < <0 

de 0 
arrived at the pyramid 

<heT e .. e 0 0 ... ,'" 0 <he ,TOU •Weeks went by, then [ finally TO	 I have numbered (4). 
dTO" cooc",.IOOO fo T <hO ,.0.'0<'

received the following replY from	 If you start thi!re and 
follow each pyramidthe Cultural Office, dated 1Sl 'lilt t.n lCil'\d l'e~f'.,.IlB  1 

November 1978. See photoco,py.	 to the south west, it 
fits his description 
exactly. Thi! two toCap. B.L. Cathie, the east of (4)

We have receive.d your letter of 2nd undoubtedly he did
July, 1978 addressed to the not mention
Ambassador enq:uiring about the pyra because they were not visible to
mids in the Shensi Province of China. him, as thi!y must be very small. He says hi! 

According to the Chinese experts, the saw seven pyramids. Actually there are ten in the group. 
pyramid's are tombs of Emperors of the The tenth one is quite some distance from (9), and I don't 
Western Han Dynasty, and the top earth of the tomb is of the think he was able to s.,ee it. Also it is proQably too $..mall. 
shape of Itrapezium. History records ten different versions (4) is thi! Great Pyramid of Shi!nsi (in my opinion) and is 
about the lives of the buried. As these tombs are not unearthed approximately 1,000 feet high, wbile (3) is approximaJely 
sci'entifically and Ithere were no marks on the ground, it is diffi 500 feet high. In his article hi! speaks of SIAN-FU; this is 
cult to draw conclu-sions at the moment. the modern HSI-IA (SIAN) on thi! map. Theflve pyramids 

With kind regards, etc.etc. that are S.E. of SIAN-FU could not possibly fit his trip 
description; neithi!r could thi! solitary pyramid some dis
tance east of SIAN-FU. Thi! village of Pai-miao-ts'un near Wellithis was a breakthrough. Now at least the authorities 
(4) must be thi! village seen in the background of thi! 1947were admitting that the pyramids existed. The pyramids were a 
photograph ... 

be a little shaky. My own research had indicated to me that the Fred Meyer Schroder and his partner Oscar Maman 
reason for their presence was of much more importance than the were traders and in 1912 they were running caravans from 
casing for the hones of some obscure Emperor. I had already the Great Wall of China inJo the interior. Besides dealing 
detnonstra'ted in my previous book that the Great Pyramid! of in cigarettes, piece goods, -candles and tobacco, they trad
Egypt held within its structure the mathematical knowledge of ed guns and ammunition to the Mongols. All in all it was a 
an advanced science. fairly precarious way, to make a living, and thi! pajr had 

What amazes me is the fact that 1I! group of ancient monu

fact, but the explanation for tlTeir construction appeared to me to 

many hair-raising and sometimes hilarious adventures. 
ments of such enormous size could have remained unknown to But that is anothi!r story. 
the western world for so many thousands of years. Ask 99% of At one time, Schroder, in thi! company ofBogdo, or Holy 
the people you know if they have heard of a pyramid, possibly One, was on a mission along thi! Chinese-Mongolian bor~  

1200 feet high, in China, and they will shake their head in der, whi!n the garrulous old monk said to him, "We'll be 
bewilderment, as I did a few years ago when I was made aware passing near the pyramids". 
of it. "What pyramids?", answered Schroder. 
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"Why, the great pyramids ofShensi. Haven't I mentioned 
t,hem to you?" 

"You mean burial mounds?" 
"Not burial mounds. These are mountains as high as the 

sky. They are not ordinary earthen burial mounds, though 
emperors and empresses may be buried in them." 

"/-low many are there?" 
"Seven." 
"Where are they?" 
"In Shensi Province, near our road. I haven't seen them, 

but I know that they lie near the old city ofSian-Fu". 
Sian-Fu is an ancient walled city, which existed long 

before the city of Peking, and used to be the capital of 
China. 

After several days of hard riding they eventually saw 
something looming over the horizon that first appeared to 
be a mountain, until closer 
scrutiny showed that the 
sides were regularly slop-'. 

then. 

SchrOder will have been one of the very few people from the 
western world to have sighted the Chinese pyramid complex, 
and it's hoped that in the not ,too distant future the authorities 
will relax the security screen placed on them so that outside 
investigators can have a closer look. 

The main thing that interested me, of course, was the geo
graphic positions of the pyramids. From the U.S. Airforce map 
it was possible to plot very accurate coordinates for each pyra
mid. The general pattern the pyramids made across the plain 
was also interesting. It was very similar to the pattern of the 
pyramids scattered along the banks of the Nile, in Egypt. Ibis 
hinted as the possibility that the same ancient technicians had! a 
hand in their construction. I had a hunch that each one had a 
special function, and that a geometric connection could be 
found between pairs of pyramids in different parts of the world. 

ing, and its top was flat. 
Schroder was awed at the 
sight of the largest man·
made object he had ever 
seen. It amazed him that 
men with the knowledge to 
construct an edifice such 
as this, and the ability to 
carry it out, had disap
peared so completely from 
the earth. As they moved 
doser they observed seven 
flat topped pyramids. 
Quoting from the article by 
Schroder: 

"... We were coming at 

The giant Pyramid of Shensi. Ph--;~phed  b h -
y t e 

--_".,__
United States Airforce in T9471romabout 1,000 foot altitude. 

The obvious way to .check 
this was to calculate the dis
placements in latitude and 
longitude, and great circle 
distances between individual 
sites. [spent a very interest
ing few days feeding the 
coordinates into my Texas59 
calculator. I could pro
gramme this for great circle 
tracks between points and get 
read-outs in minutes of arc. 
As can be seen on map (6) 
showing the rough positions 
o~ th~ pyramids along the 
NIle nver, a great many com
binations of pyramid pairs 
can be calculated between the 
Cairo and Shensi areas. 

them at an angleIrom the east and could see that the north
ern group comprised three giants, and the rest decreased in 
size to a small one far in the south. They were spread for 
six or eight miles aaoss the plain, rising from cultivated 
land sprinkled with villages. !l was more eerie than if we 
had found them in the wilderness. Here they had been 
under tM nose of the world, Qut unknown to western coun
tries ... 

... The big 'Pyramid is about 1,000 feet high (other 
descriptions estimate 1,000 to 1,200 feet high) and roughly 
1,500 feet at the base, which makes it twice as large as any 
pyramid in Egypt. The four faces of the structure are ori
entated with the compass points. At some early period in 
the history of the country 1 colours were assigned to the four 
directions. I1lack was for the north, blue-green for the 
east, red for the south, and white for the west. The flat top 
was spread with yellow earth. 

Once these pyramids 'had been cased part of the way to 
the top, but the rock has fallen, or been buried by the 
debris falling from above. The casing lies exposed at the 
base, however, and is made of ordinary cut field stone 
about three feet square. The pyramid itself appears to be 
made of the pounded earth still commonly used for con
struction in China. Huge gullies, the size of canyons on a 
mountain, had opened in the pyramid's side. These had 
spewed out rock and debris. Trees and undergrowth grew 
about its sides, obscuring its outlines and giving the added 
impression that it was a natural mOWltain. The stupendous 
dimensions of it almost took my breath away. We rode 
around it looking for stairways or doors but saw none .. ." 

When Schroder asked Bogd/) how old the pyramids were 
he answered more than 5,000 years. When asked why he 
thought this he said that their oldest books date from about 
5,000 years ago, and they mentioned the pyramids as old 

Unfortunately the only accurate positions I have of the Egyptian 
set are those of the three on the Giza Plateau, but this was 
enough to begin the prolle. 

The position of the Great Pyramid in Egypt: 
Latitude 290 58' 51" north/Longitude 31 0 08'57.3" east. 
The position of the pyramids in the Shensi area: 
1. 340 26' 42" N / 1080 56' 25" E 
2. 340 26' 39" N' /1080 56' 00" E 
3. 340 26' 00" N /1080 52' 36" E 
4. 340 26' 05" N / 1080 52' 12" E 
5. 340 25' 18" N /1080 50' 12" E 
6. 340 23' 25" N /1080 44' 12" E 
7. 340 24' 00" N /1080 42' 30" E 
8. 340 22' 28" N /1080 41' 35" E 
9. 340 21' 4G" N / 1080 38' 10" E 
W. 340 20' 15" N /108 0 34' 00" E 
11. 340 10' 45" N /1090 01' 12" E
 
12'. 340 10' 41" N /1090 01' 25" E
 
13. 340 10' 37" N /1090 01' 38" E 
14. 340 14' 15" N / 1090 05' 42" E 
15. 340 14' 05" N /109 0 07' 00" E 
16. 340 23' 00" N /109 0 15' 00" E 
Many different combinatiops between pairs were cal9ulated 

using coordinates on the earth's surface where I suspected the 
ruins of ancient pyramids to be found, as well as the coordinates 
on the Giza plateau and Shens~. A number of promising har
monic values were indicated which will be used in further 
research. 

Although Mr. Williamson had indicated in his letter to me 
that the Shensi Pyramid number (4) on the map was the most 
likely construction to be the one 'shown on the photograph taken 
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also the possibility 
Map showing the positions of the Pyramids in the Shensi area; China that no other appara

in 1947, and my own rough calculations had indicated a possi· 
ble connection between it and ithe Great Pyramid in relation to 
the 16944 harmonic, an accurate computer check singled out 
number (6) as the more interesting of the group. 

The direct great circle distance between Shensi (6) and the 
Great Pyramid turned out to be: 

3849.5333 minutes of arc, or nauticlil miles, (plu); or minus 
100 ft or so) 

Which is equal to: 
64.115888 degrees 
This number squared twice is equal to: 
16944430 !he mass harmonic (as discussed' previously in the 

book) 
The longitudinal displacement of Shensi Pyramids (4), (5) 

and (6) respectively from the Great Pyramid, in Egypt (measur
,ing the long way rQund came to (4) 16936.755 minutes of arc, 
(5) 16938.755 minutes of arc, and (6) 16944.755 minutes of arc. 
(According to the present stage of accuracy). 

This initial bit of evidence seems to indicate that the mass 
harmonic associated with the centre of a light field has a defi
nite relationship with the placement of various pyramid com
plexes around the world. Different mathematical combinations 
appear to allow the 1694443 harmonic to be fulfilled. No doubt 
the larger pyramids have a special function in each group and 
time will tell which is the· larger ,in the Shensi complex; but 
each group as a whole has within it all the harmonic combina
tions necessary to resonate in unis.on with the unifiedlfields. 

What is this .trying to tell us? We know that if we set up elec
tronic stations on various parts of the earth's surface, which are 
in phase with each other geometrically, then we can communi
cate from point to poin~ through the earth itself. Were these 
ancient structures built for the same ,purpose? Did some sort of 
electronic process have anything to do with the geometric posi
tioning of all the pyramids (and possibly other ancient struc
tures)? 

There is the possibility that special electronic apparatus was 
used within the pyramids to create resonance for corgmunica
tion; all signs of which were removed in ancient times. There is 
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tus was necessary 
for communication 
Ibetween minds, if 
the high priests, sci
entists, or whoever 
operated within 
th~m,  placed them
selves at specific 
positions inside the 
various chambers. 
maybe, also, the 
contact was not con- ~ 

fined just to the 
earth. Under the 
right set of condi
tions it may have 
been possiMe to 
communi"care inter
dimensionally, or 
through millions of 
miles of space; the 
earth itself acting as 
a transmitter. Lots 
of speculations, but 
no real answers. 

In my ~ast  bogk I 
made mention of the 
fact that a Russian 

electronics specialist, Valery Makarov, and a construction engi
neer, Vyacheslav Morozov, had published in the science jour· 
nal., Chemistry and Life, issued by the USSR Academy of 
Sciences, a theory concerning a massive world grid system. 
The geometric pattern of the grid was different to mine, but the 
same mathematical harmonics were inherent in it. Eventually I 
believe the two systems will be fitted together into one concept. 
(see Map 5 showing Russian grid). The article was based on 
studies covering widely separated fields such as archaeQlogy, 
geo-chemistry, ornithology and meterology. They theorised 
that the earth projects from within itself a dual gCQIlletrically 
regularised grid. T~ initilll form of tpe grid being twelve pen
tagonal slabs over the surface of the sphere. The secoQd part of 
the grid is formed by twenty equilateral triangles making up an 
icosahedron. They maintain that by superimposing the two 
grids over the surface of the earth, a pattern of the earth's energy 
structure can be perceived. 

A look at the diagram will indicate that if ,the Russians are 
correct then a pyramid, or some sort of ancient structure, would 
more than likely be found at a similar !latitude as the Great 
Pyramid in Egypt, and at a longitude of 72 degrees displaced to 
the east. This would JIll!Jce thq>o&ition 29 0 58' 51" N /103 0 08' 
57.3" E, somewhere nea.r the e!!$tem border of Sikang, in China. 

There has been reference to a large pyramid being sighted 
somewhere amongst the mountainous terrain lbetween India and 
China, although I believe that the more likely position of this 
particular one to be closer to the Indian border. Neverthel.ess, it 
is worth presenting the general report in th.e chance that a reader 
is able to supply some additional information. 

During world war II, the United States Airforce flew many 
missions, across the Himalayan mountain ranges between India 
and China, in order to supply the Chinese armies with food and 
war materials. During one of these missiems across so-called 
'dead mans alley' one of the pilots, James Gaussman, had the 
misfortune to have trouble with his aircraft. One of the engines 
started cutting out and this could be a terrifying experience in 
this type of country, where the normal weather conditions were 
such tha~  if you tried to fly above the mountains you encoun-

Continued on page 66 
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Continued from page 34 

tered icing conditions, and between the 
mountains you were met with Ithick fog 
and cloud. Gaussman figured tltat the 
fuel lines of the aircraft were freezing up 
and, although it was extremely dangerous, 
he had no option ibu~t  to descend to a 
lower altityge. The engines began to run 
smoothly again and the aircrah was Down 
in a hazardous zig-zag fashion through 
the mountain tops. A rough flight pattern 
was carried out that would return him to 
his base in Assam, India. In his rep.ort to 
an intelligence officer he said, "I banked 
to avoid a mountain and we came out 
over a level valley. Directly below was a 
gigantic while pyramid. It looked like 
something ouD of a fairy tale. It was 
encased in shinunering white. This could 
have been metal, or some sort of stone. It 
was pure white on all sides. The remark
able thing was the capstone, a Ihuge piece 
of jewel-like material that could have 
been crystal. There was no way we could 
have landed, although we wanted to. We 
were struck by the immensity of the 
thing." 

Gaussman encircled the pyramid three 
times Ithen continued his hair-raising 

THE PYRAMIDS OF CHINA 

flight towards Assam. He finally sighted 
the Brahmaputra river below his plane, 
from which he was able to ascertain his 
position, and eventually landed at his 
home base none the WOfse for wear. He 
believes that the world will be amazed if 
this pyramid is ever found. 

"There was nothing around it", be said, 
"just a big pyramid sitting out in the 
wilderness. I figure it was extremely old. 
Who built it? Why was it built? What's 
on the inside?" 

I too, would like to know the answer to 
those questions. If there is anything there 
the scientist have probably already fOlIDd 
it frOID the study of satellite photographs, 
but are keeping quiet about it. 

This whole general area has been 
shrouded in mystery for centuries, but 
now that we are able to scan the entire 
surface of ,the world by orbiting space 
cameras, it should not be long before 
many secrets will be solved. One place, 
which is of extreme interest, in this part of 
the world, which may have a connection 
with the ancient sites is Lhasa, in Tibet. It 
is said that since historical times the 
Lamas, and high priests of this mountain 
town have been guarding the secret 

p 

knowledge of the ancients. Countless 
books have been written about the monas
teries, and the supposedly vast under
ground libraries in the area. Lhasa, they 
say, holds the key to the history of man. 

Did! the high priests of Lhasa use the 
geometry of tl).e Igrid ~o create a global 
network for communicatiolll, and a means 
for delving into the ,laws of nature? If so, 
a calculator programme should indicate 
possible clues. 

I found m.any interesting geometric 
coordinates which I will foUow up at a 
later date. ]i would expect different com
binations of harmonic spacing til be used 
for the many points established on the 
earth's surface. This would tend to con
fuse anyone guessing at the truth, and 
ensure secrecy until the new science was 
presented to the world. 

The small amount of evidence that [ 
have shown here is obviously not enough 
to prove the point fully, but should help to 
indicate an area of research which should 
be very enlightening. If the great circle 
distances betwee.n all the ancient struc
tures were computed I am sure there 
would be many surprises. 

$ 
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